
SUIS PUDONG NEWSLETTER 
SUIS Pudong offers an opportunity for students to enter a continuum of education from 
Primary through to the end of Secondary to prepare them to become Global citizens for  

the 21st century. 
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Dear Parents, 
 
These last few weeks have been extremely busy as we get close to the summer break. We were   
visited by our Primary G5 students who spent the morning with us- undertaking Science, Spanish, 
History and Geography classes. As well as using the cafe  bar (a highlight!) the students got a chance 
to listen to presentations from our G8 students. The students all commented that as well as still 
feeling nervous about the move to ‘big school’ they are now in addition a little excited! 
 
At the other end of the school, after a very successful Work Experience our IG2 students took part 
in an A level taster day- they met the subject staff, learnt about the courses and the summer      
reading needed. Mr MacDonald and Mr Colton also shared the Pastoral side of A level too- from 
projects and personal statements- each student had a 1:1 to talk about their aspirations for          
university and the world beyond.  

 
 

Pictured below: The Grade 5 and IG2 meet their new teachers 



14th June Graduation 
 
What a night! Our students, parents and staff all looked fantastic and partied the night away! A very 
special evening with a formal ceremony- reflecting the hard work and commitment our young peo-
ple have made.  
There was heartfelt speeches from student representatives Sean Dube, Linda Zheng and Hanson Sun 
in IG2, Alif Diankusuma and Seth Dong on behalf of A2, the tutors, and Ms Sahi (and baby Myles) 
even joined us via video.  
We were honored to host such a large event this year- making it our biggest and best yet.  

Congratulations class of 2019! 
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IG2, A1 and A2 will be receiving their Cambridge results August 13th. We ask that students come 
into the school on that day from 2pm. All students have been given a unique log in to access their 
Cambridge results online August 13th (from a slightly delayed 3pm). However, we do hope to see as 
many of you as possible in person! 
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Rewards Evening 

Our annual Rewards Evening event was held last week for KS3 and IG1 students. Each year these awards cele-
brate the ‘Most Improved’ student and ‘Highest Achiever’ in each subject. Although we do not base success purely 
on awards it is important to recognize our high achievers. Here at SUIS Pudong we also value a moral character 
hence why the Pastoral team also awards a ‘Student of the Year’ and ‘Most Improved’ initiative for those young 
people who have gone above and beyond in each tutor group. This year the tutors gave a speech explaining why 
the awards were given. The occasion was fantastic. 

Please see below for the list of honors: 

Subject Grade Academic Achievement Most Improved 

Chinese 

G6 Ariel Zhang Isabella Chen 

G7 Yolanda Chen Mathilda Nedinger 

G8 Amy Geng Tomy Yang 

IGCSE1 Mike Yan Susan He 

English 

G6 Eliza Zhang Lijia Yu 

G7 Isabella Zuo Christina Bonafos 

G8 Ariel Cao William Xu 
IGCSE1 Louise Liu Jerry Zhu 

Science 

G6 Ariel Zhang Kate Lin 

G7 Elissa Fung Fede Cordischi 

G8 Ariel Cao Simone Lin 
IGCSE1 Shirley Dong Selina Wang 

Maths 

G6 Jonathon Fung Annie Wang 

G7 Fiona Bai Coco Yang 
G8 Ariel Cao Natalie Nip 

IGCSE1 Elaine Zheng Xuan Wang 

Spanish 

G6 Ariel Zhang Oscar Sun 
G7 Elissa Fung Kiki Cheung 

G8 Cao Jia Yi (Ariel) David Jin 

IGCSE1 Singh Yatharth Banerjee Eric Wang 

Geography 

G6 Zhu Yu Yue 6SD Mauricio De Bonafos 
G7 Elissa Fung 7MS Mike Liu 

G8 LESNIAK Yaryna Geng Jia Qi (Amy)  
IGCSE1 SAUT Giovani Mitsutsuka Kana   

History 

G6 Chelsea Wei Lin Cheng 
G7 Elissa Fung Eva Jiang 

G8 Kevin Wang Simone Lin 

IGCSE1 Yatharth Singh Elaine Zheng 
Business IGCSE1 Yatharth Singh Elaine Zheng 

Computer Science 
  
  

G6 Jonathan Fung          Xavier Howard      

G7 Iannis  Hasnas               Genevieve Liu 

G8 Ariel Cao                 Loic Gilkes 

IGCSE1 Mike Yan Kana Mitsuka 

PE 

G6 NiuNiu Wang Oscar Sun 

G7 Alen Shen Cassie Wang 

G8 Emma Wang Kayla Chen 
IGCSE1 Selina Wang Kevin Xu 

Art 

G6 WANG Yi Fei (Yifei) YU Cheng Wen（William） 

G7 ZHOU Yi Lan (Yoland) G7AC ZENG Xi Ran (Leo) 

G8 WANG Yi Fan (Emma) YANG Zong Ling (Tomy) 

IGCSE1 Lulu Lv Elaine Zhang 

Music 
G6 Ariel Zhang Maricio De Bonafos 
G7 Isabella Zuo Teddy Sang 

G8 Susie Li Lucas Zhao 
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Reports 

The final end of year reports went out this week, if you have any questions please do 
not hesitate to contact the subject teacher or your son or daughter’s form tutor           
directly.  

 

The Museum of Traditional Chinese Medicine 

On the morning on June 6th 2019, all the G6-G8 students went out for a teaching 
activity -- visiting Shanghai Museum of Traditional Chinese medicine. Following the 
guide's footsteps, the students visited different traditional Chinese medicine            
specimens and learned about plant medicine, animal medicine and mineral medicine. 
They completed ancient Chinese medical activities and looked at medical equipment 
as well as watched a video about the history of ancient Chinese medicine. The students 
were impressed by the wisdom of ancient Chinese and expressed their interest in     
Chinese traditional culture.         

When I went to the museum of traditional Chinese medicine for the first time and 
saw all the medicines gathered in one place, I found the charm of traditional Chinese 
medicine. Bian que, Li shizhen, Shen nong...These people understand the greatness of   
Chinese medicine and study it. Seeing these herbs and the legend of shennong, I can't help 
but imagine that the desperate patient is getting better and better, which is probably the 
doctor's sense of achievement. 

——G6ET Max 

In the museum of Traditional Chinese Medicines, we observed a variety of valuable or 
common Chinese medicines, and learned a lot of interesting facts. We appreciated the 
magical charms of ancient medicines and marveled at the wisdom and ability of the     
traditional Chinese doctors. During this experience, we understood the preciousness of 
natural medicinal materials, but also felt the broadness and fascination of traditional 
Chinese medicines. 

——G6ET Ariel 

Student of the Year 
(Pastoral Tutor Award) 

Most Improved 

6SD Kate Lin Ethan Dong 

6ET Zoe Cheng MauricioDE BONAFOS 

7AC Dhwani Sheth Josh Zhou 

7MS Elissa Fung Rio Nakamoto 

8NB Lucy Hu Leo Liu 

8ZB Tiffany Yang Yvonne Yang 

IGVG Yatharth Banjaree Eric Tang 

IGCV Eric Wang Susan He 
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The Museum of Traditional Chinese Medicine 

 

Ancient Chinese medicine was full of wisdom. Many medicinal materials can be cre-
ated by using one material. Different parts have different effects. 

——G7MS Joanna 

My cousin studies Chinese medicine. Every time she sees me, she tells me something 
about Chinese medicine, which I can't understand. But after going to the museum, I be-
came interested in Chinese medicine, and I learned a lot of knowledge and history of 
Chinese medicine. 

——G7MS Coco 

This trip helped me to learn about the four famous books about medicine in and the cul-
ture of ancient China. 

——G7MS Kiki  

I think that this trip was quite excellent, because we plunged into the depths of Chi-
nese medicine. Before this trip I know almost nothing about Chinese medicine, now I am 
bursting with knowledge. 

——G7AC Iannis 
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SUIS Pudong Shines To the Light Bulb! 
 

On 21 June, LBC hosted the huge Project Fair in the library for exhibiting various masterpieces by 
all the LBC students. All the staff and student visitors showed great passion. The fair was full of   
people. Numerous younger primary students observed carefully, felt impressed, stood there for a 
long time and were unwilling to leave. The LBC students, the authors of the projects were standing 
next to their projects and presented their inspirations, ideas and whole process from idea to         
exhibit. “Is your Solar Barbecue Grill really going to work? ” “Are you inspired by Monet?” …… Faced 
with the younger students’ curiosities and questions, the older brothers and sisters of LBC               
answered them, the process of interactive discussion and learning from each other, not only         
improved their confidence but created friendships. They all highly praised their older brothers and 
sisters’ excellent work.  

 

One of the visitors, a girl from Grade 1 loved some works so much that she hoped she could buy and 
keep the masterpieces. Countless students said they want to learn from LBC students so they could 
be as creative as them in the near future.  

 

At the end of the fair, LBC a Graduation & Award ceremony in the auditorium. LBC teachers, the    
secondary students awarded the certificates of completion to their 39 students. Students received 
recommendations for their excellent performances during studies. During the ceremony, student 
representative Emily Chan (G5 Tiger) said that she had a panic attack when she stepped into the 
tutor classroom because of the unfamiliar situation. But because the class was so interesting and 
fascinating, she got involved quickly,  became relaxed, found confidence and participated boldly. 
Emily really enjoyed every class at LBC, while she learned to make a stand to the world’s problems, 
to challenge herself, and to be brave to achieve her goals.  

 

How could LBC continue to light more and more primary kids in the next semester? For this       
question, Co-founder, Director Joy Zhuang answered” Except Grade 5, we will also enroll  students 
from Grade 4; At the same time, we are going to launch classes at the beginning of the next             
semester, increase the class periods for each lesson. We hope we could provide more free periods 
for students to make their own projects. In the aspect of curriculum, we hope we could lead           
students to participate different activities outside the classes, especially for Society; We are going to 
involve more charities on campus, sell students’ Art and Technology works by auction in big fairs, 
encourage everyone to discover and popularize new targets for funding.  

 

Co-founder, Assistant Director Kevin Xu said: “As we all know, do people light a lamp and put it     
under a bowl to cover its light? No, they put it on a lamp stand, and it gives light to everyone in the 
house. “Light Bulb” is for lighting the wisdom in hearts, making students be the light of the world. 
Learning knowledge and experiencing are just a starting line. For example, Society is about to make 
people face to the various problems which are existing in the reality, using their wisdoms to analyze 
the origin, trying the best of abilities to find the solutions, it involves the actions. To make the light 
shine everywhere in the darkness, to recognize the world clearly and take the responsibilities of a 
global citizen.” 
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Ms. Kim Sahi       Ms. Bonnie Cai      

Co-Principal  Assistant Principal and Head of Secondary 

Although they just finished the courses they picked, there’s no end for learning.  
Learning is not just dealing with classes, assignments and exams. Learning is not just 
for applying a well-known college and finding a nice job. The ultimate purpose of 
learning is pursuing the truth. Presently, their transition to secondary school will be 
coming soon. They are going to shine as good examples before their younger brothers 
and sisters, always remember what they are studying for. More importantly, they are 
the young generation who are going to lead the future for many, many years to come. 

2019-2020 School Calendar 
Please find attached our school calendar for 2019-2020. Please note that school starts 

for all students on Monday 26th August. 

Notice: 
Please click the link below, see our name of giving booklet for some summer 
reading. We have hope that this will give you some insight into the guidance we 
offer here and the fan-tastic wealth of experience in post 18 education we offer here. 

https://share.weiyun.com/5jjcNyM

For the yearbook (student designed) of this year, please click the link below: https://
share.weiyun.com/5itH911 
If you wish to order a hard copy, please see attachment.  

We hope you enjoy the summer and look forward to seeing you for the start of 
the 2019-20 academic year. 
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